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independent art spaces have been overlooked by the
government to articulate a coherent and holistic art and
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produced by one of the independent art spaces, 1a
space, as well as comparing to other similar, in order to
navigate and analyze the current initiatives, bringing new
insights and questions into the future development of the
fragmented art landscape in Hong Kong. By adopting the
SWOT analysis model, we will be able to appreciate the
effort in promoting young and senior artists within our
local art scenes, take reference of other local art spaces
to extend a way out for new funding sources, while
pioneering a potential cultural district in East Kowloon,
yet

never

forget

the

challenges

of

commercial

gentrification behind the scene.

Introduction
Hong Kong is best known to be densely populated. Not only are the property developers
fighting for land to build enormous shopping malls and high-rise commercial buildings,
local contemporary artists are also striving for spaces suitable for their artwork creation,
as well as exhibition venues in this fast-changing society.
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In the early 90s, Hong Kong City Hall and the Hong Kong Arts Centre were the major
venues for modern art; at that time, there were no other spaces accommodating the
new trends of installation and mixed media art. Consequently, there was the rise of selfstarted art spaces in the 90s. They gradually formed into practice as the hiring fees of
traditional exhibition venues were barely affordable, and applications had to undergo
complicated bureaucratic processes (Leung, 2007, pp. 84). Therefore, the formation of
1a space along with other alternative spaces could be argued as a confrontation against
the constraints in conventional exhibition venues.
Despite the emergence of an old government storage compound of the 60s at North
Point, that a favorable site for the local artists had soon became the Oil Street Arts
Space, this ‘bottom-up’ artist-run cluster only lasted about a year (Choi, 2001, pp. 4).
By the announcement of returning the site to the real estate market, 1a space, was
resettled to the ex-Ma Tau Kok Animal Quarantine Depot in To Kwa Wan, which is now
known as the Cattle Depot Artist Village, marking another leap in the local arts
development (1a space, 2002, pp. 133).
In this paper, I will explore and discuss the programs and organization structure of 1a
space in 2013 and 2014 by using a SWOT analysis, and hopefully by informing the
current context, a new perspective in managing local non-profit visual arts organizations
could be sprouted.
A. Internal factors – Strength
Emphasizing the future development of young artists
Few years ago, in an interview with the co-founder of 1a space, Choi Yan-chi stated that
1a space is a non-mainstream art space is necessary to let artists exhibit their artworks
which welcome discussions over local, cultural and social issues; Meanwhile, to manifest
the autonomous nature of art, their exhibitions and programs contributes to unleash the
potentials and creativity of local artists (Lai, 2011, pp. 210).
While owning the biggest exhibition venue in Cattle Depot, 1a space has always been
incubating the budding artists. Say for example, they are one of the supporting
organizations of the ‘Enliven – Fresh Trend 10th Anniversary Art Graduates Joint
Exhibition’. At the same time, the award-winning artists, YIP Kin Bon and WU Siu Man,
are having their solo exhibitions in 1a space; Likewise, a similar initiative was held in
2013 - Hong Kong Art School Graduation Showcase (Appendix 1). Both exhibitions
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ventured to display the experimental artworks of the students and the budding artists.
Other than enlivening the local contemporary art scene, they have been creating a
critical and independent voice, which cannot be found in the mainstream museums.
Simultaneously, in facilitating the educational functions of these experimental artworks,
docent training should avoid spoiling the original meaning behind the artwork, since all
the re-interpretations, de-constructions and narrative perspectives of the artwork, for
the sake of visitors’ easier understanding, would upset the autonomy of that art space
(Ho, 2004, pp. 89).
Particularly in the ‘Enliven – Fresh Trend 10th Anniversary Art Graduates Joint Exhibition’,
more logistic arrangements, such as a free direct coach service on the weekends, could
be arranged for visitors travelling between the Hong Kong City Hall and 1a space, in
order to draw the visitor flow from Central to To Kwa Wan, a geographically inconvenient
location.
Informing a creative teaching and learning practice in Visual Arts
Additionally, 1a space also encourages programs that can mend the loopholes in the
formal education system (1a space, 2014). Particularly in the visual arts subject, when
the teaching is rigidly on techniques of sketching, portrait and other fixed modules (Ming
Pao Daily News, 2014, May 16), 1a space hosted ‘Ricky Yeung Student Artwork Show –
OUT OF THE ARTROOM’ to allow students express their original views of the world issues
through art creation (Appendix 1). Together with a teacher sharing session (Appendix 2),
the knowledge generated through the professional exchanges could help inform new
perspectives in teaching visual arts.
However, a once-off teacher-sharing session is hard to generate prolonged impact in
“establish[ing] contemporary visual art within a wide viewing public” (1a space, 2014).
First of all, the sharing session should be well documented in video or written form,
which allows other in-service teachers to access online in the future. Second, the
program committee should discuss with the artist to see if there are any possibility to
develop a take-school education kit, which addresses the challenges in teaching and
learning of Visual Arts. Besides, the team should brainstorm any follow-up activities,
which highlights the lesson planning procedures of Ricky Yeung, inspiring the students to
produce artwork at the end.
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To other inexperienced visual art teachers, Ricky Yeung’s student achievements may no
doubt inherent educational values. Therefore, 1a space, as an organizer, should further
extend its impact through a structured program.
Perhaps, the practices of Hong Kong Institute of Aesthetic Education (HKIAE) will shed
light on the future program planning. Similar view as Ricky Yeung, Tang (2009) also
viewed that the learning mode of visual arts subject has been too focused on the training
of drawing techniques, without knowing one’s reflection process during artwork creation
(pp. 15).
Therefore, HKIAE has put much effort in building an Aesthetic Education Model that
guides the teachers and students through 3 stages of art appreciation sessions (Tang,
2009, pp. 94-95):
(1) Pre-tour workshop: Teachers and teacher-artists will explore around a theme,
discuss about the artwork, and carry out cross-disciplinary activities
(2) On-site art appreciation session: Teacher-artists will lead the students to the
exhibition venue for a docent tour
(3) Post-tour workshop: Teachers and teacher-artists will facilitate the students to
reflect upon their art appreciation experience and provide extended learning tools
In adapting this comprehensive learning cycle, 1a space may invite the artist to play the
role as teacher-artists, given Ricky Yeung’s well-experienced qualifications in teaching
visual arts for more than 18 years while the program team will facilitate on the
recruitment and marketing of the workshop series.
Adding on, if similar programs would be planned on a recurrent basis in the future, the
program committee should strive to negotiate with the Advisory Committee on Teacher
Education and Qualifications, so that these kinds of workshops could be registered as the
Continuing Professional Development activities; and thus, more participation would be
expected from the already-stressed-out teachers after school.
Furthermore, in the Kowloon City District, there are 41 secondary schools and 61
primary schools (Education Bureau, 2014). 1a space should make use of the school
network, and communicate with these schools in their district, in order to seek a stable
and healthy relationship and interaction with the schools in the vicinity, which will
become another source of audience base.
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Aside from the aforementioned, there are increased concerns over the senior artists
lately. For example, Fapopo (花婆婆) is having a solo exhibition at Citywalk, Tsuen Wan
now until January 2015.
Making art accessible to the seniors
Reviewing the events last two years, 1a space has started to play a vital part in
developing a stronger community connection with the elderly in To Kwa Wan through its
collaboration with Kowloon City District Council and the Home Affairs Department.
Namely, the exhibition《開口笑，畫寫跳：銀髮藝術展覽是個動詞》held in early 2014 as a
result of a corresponding program held at the end of 2013 「 九 龍 城 區 文 化 藝 術 節
2013/2014」之「創意銀髮在龍城」 (Appendix 1 and 2). All these inclusive attempts with
the elderly are beneficial to 1a space in advancing its missions. That is, they help reestablish the role of 1a space in making art accessible to the seniors within the district,
and preventing the art space, as well as the Cattle Depot Artist Village, to be alienated
silently from the residential area they are located in.
In hindsight, 1a space is taking a leading role to break the stereotypic notion that ‘art is
not for elderly’. Not only do they provide Fine Arts and Visual Arts students to showcase
their talents, but beginning to tailor-made programs for seniors in an active and ongoing process of art creation.
Throughout the 3-month workshops in late 2013, the elderly had been able to interact
with different artists by sharing their own life stories, which in return, the elderly
stepped out of their comfort zone and re-discovered their creativity and imagination
unexpectedly (Janice, 2014, January 19).
Sound as positive as it was, other measures could be taken into considerations when
providing senior artist-in-residence sessions during the exhibition period (Janice, 2014,
January 19). For instance, special group visit tours could be organized with the nearby
elderly homes, especially to those elderly with disabilities, so that mutual support and
the spirit of resilience could be promoted in their neighborhood.
Long-term collaboration with international and regional artists
In terms of international collaboration, 1a space had co-organized “I Think It Rains”
exhibition with Burger Collection, curating works from local and international artists,
which will be continued in the coming three years, for the sake of further research and
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discussions about the sustainable development of Hong Kong contemporary art (Tse,
2013, June 27).
Undoubtedly, these scale of cross-territory collaboration projects with international
collectors will be helping the organization to expand the network of the local artists, and
generate dialogues between local and international artists, which also bringing the local
audiences a chance to see works from reputable artists in other biennales.
What is equally significant is the ‘Art as Social Interaction: Hong Kong / Taiwan
Exchange’ exhibition that connects the audiences of two places to see an overall picture
on how art facilities the social interaction in people’s life, and thus inspiring further
improvements the ideas of each participating artist. These chances of mutual
understanding are essential to establish contacts between different art organizations,
and analyze the success behind the art projects for their future development.
B. Internal factors – Weakness
Although 1a space is artist-oriented and highly autonomous like Para/Site Art Space
[Para/Site], Choi Yan-chi defines 1a space distinctively from Para/Site due to the
following arguments.
First of all, the diversified competences among the staff of 1a space made them target
arts administration and curatorial creation, along with creating artwork; secondly, they
mainly develop local contemporary art rather than international ones (Lai, 2011, pp.
212).
Nevertheless, its positioning is still defined as “in-between” since the organization is
funded by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council, together with other grants and
donations, assisting the operation and administration (Lai, 2011, pp. 213; 1a space,
2014).
In other words, 1a space can hardly achieve a sense of “self-determination” in terms of
decision-making, and hence, their program planning tends to be less flexible due to the
limitations set by the criteria of the funding body (Ho, 2004, pp. 85). Hence, the
challenge ahead is how to raise private fund to support their programs.
Reviewing another interview with Choi Yan-chi by the paper visual art journal, she
mentioned that “the private corporations do not know really know much or even have
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the idea of supporting art, especially contemporary art” (Knezevic, 2011, August 11).
Nonetheless, it is a challenge that can be solved.
1a space should take reference from Para/Site on how to generate funds from its annual
art auction, which enables the sustainable development of the organization. In one of
past interviews with the ex-director, Alvaro Rodriguez Fominaya, he claimed that “[they]
are very cheeky and [they] ask the artists to donate their work… [while] the money
raised in the auction covers almost half of our annual budget” (Art Radar, 2010, October
23).
Meanwhile, the current Executive Director of Para/Site announced that with this major
source of funding, they have produced “nine exhibitions, supported 11 residencies,
organized 16 public programs and hosted an international conference” (Para/Site, 2014).
Simply comparing the data with the total number of programs held by 1a space in 2013
(Appendix 1), it seems private funding initiatives could provide a greater scope for
program development, whereas such a sustainable financial model has solved the budget
problem in “promoting new artists, curating exhibitions and collaborating with other
curators” (Lai, 2011, pp. 215), which encourages a stronger dialogue with contemporary
artists. Namely, to align with the artist-in-residence programs in 1a space, the program
committee should also explore the possibility of having artists to create site-specific
artwork which can be donated for auction later on; whereas in long term, it might reduce
the financial risk of having a sudden cut of public funding in the future.
On the other hand, if the same funding model cannot be easily copied and adopted,
reforming the Board of directors is another way out.
Reviewing the latest organizational structure, 1a space is inspected by a Board of
Directors, which comprises of seven professionals ranging from artist, teacher to
academics that work closely with the Executive Director, and a Programme Committee
(1a space, 2014). Since “management structures can influence the direction of arts
organizations” (Chong, 2010, pp. 160), perhaps it is possible to invite another
professional,

with

expertise

in

managing

finance

and

contemporary art development, into the Board of Directors.
C. External Factors - Opportunity
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After evaluating on the internal influencing factors on 1a space, external factors are
equally significant to see if there are uncertainties imposed on the future development of
the organization.
In light of the external environment of 1a space, it is located in the Cattle Depot Artist
Village in To Kwa Wan, whereby the closest MTR stations are Choi Hung, Kowloon Bay
and Ngau Tau Kok. Hence, without a well-planned transportation system, it is difficult to
see an increase of visitors to the village. However, by the completion of To Kwa Wan
MTR station (Shatin-Central Link) in a foreseeable future, it will solve the problem of
traffic inaccessibility, as the planned location of the station is within the walking distance
to the village (MTR Corporation, 2009, July).
Moreover, reflecting upon the development of contemporary art, there are increasing
concern over installation art - “an artistic genre of three-dimensional works that are
often site-specific and designed to transform the perception of a space” (Wikipedia, n.d.).
Despite the limited exhibition size of 1a space, there are other convenient and flexible
solutions to cater local and international artists for their large-scale installations. The
program committee might just rent the vacant units and the open space at Cattle Depot,
like the ‘I Think It Rains’ exhibition.
Regarding the revitalization of the Rear Portion of the Cattle Depot announced in the
2013 Policy Address, as part of the district-wise Signature Project Scheme, a recreational
space would be constructed to facilitate the promotion of arts and cultural activities in
line with the uniqueness of Cattle Depot (HAB, 2014, September 1).
Although the public consultation ended last year and the preliminary proposals on Cattle
Depot’s revitalization are released (KCDC, 2013, September 4), will it be possible for 1a
space, as well as the other tenants in the village, to set up a concern group to constantly
communicate with the authorities and look after the progress?
Sine 1a space is an important stakeholder to “play a vital role in developing new
frontiers for the visual art scene in Hong Kong” (1a space, 2014), they should let the
decision-makers understand the developmental needs of these alternative art spaces, so
that the future usage of the revitalized area, and the supporting facilities, would favor
these organizations to upscale and outreach their programs. Otherwise, skeptically
speaking, recreational spaces might just be built for the leisure use of inhabitants around,
without any cohesion with the arts and cultural development inside Cattle Depot.
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Also, 1a space might look for partnership projects with external organizations like the
‘I’mperfect’ at Oi! Street, who has been offering Chinese herbal drinks through
‘I’mperfectXChange’ projects. Mixing art experience and the basic human needs of
having ‘drinks to is a very effective and brilliant project to keep visitors around; whereas
a café-like area will attract visitors to sit down and relax, which in short term, increasing
the time they are willing to spend on site, and in long run, allowing them to develop a
sense of belongings and consciousness about the arts activities there.
To accomplish the above partnership, there should be amendments in the existing
leasing guidelines of the vacant spaces in Cattle Depot. The successive application
process for the vacant spaces in each exhibition will surely discourage the morale of the
art administrators (Fung, 2014, May 15). The Commissioner for Heritage Office (CHO)
should consider to welcome a longer term lease (more than three months for vacant
units and three days for open space) for separate arts projects like the ‘I’mperfect’, so
that the project will act as a catalyst bringing visitor flows to Cattle Depot, and most
importantly, increasing vitality to 1a space.
Nevertheless, when everybody turn their eyes to the M+ in West Kowloon Cultural
District, which positioned itself as “one of the largest museums of modern and
contemporary visual culture in the world” (WKCDA, 2014, pp. 4), the forever-delayed
construction schedule might buy time for the independent art spaces like 1a space to
declare its position as the experimental and avant-garde nature of non-museum bodies,
which vividly adds vibrancy to the overall artistic environment of Hong Kong (Tse, 2013,
June 27), and hopefully, would 1a space take the lead to formulate another ‘East
Kowloon Cultural District’ in To Kwa Wan?
D. External Factors – Threat
Facing the new opening of art spaces in shopping malls like K11 at Tsim Sha Tsui, 1a
space’s competitive edge in nurturing local young artists might be lessened. Property
developers like New World Development Company Ltd has set up the ‘K11 Art
Foundation’ for Greater China, which “aims to become a sustainable incubation force in
the global ecosystem of art, design and creativity, and to create strong public desire for
the local contemporary art scene” (New World Development, 2013).
Despite the fact that there are speculations on how the shopping mall management
intends to utilize different incentives, including an art space, to increase the pedestrian
flow and shoppers’ consumption, K11 Art Space did contest to have the ‘Extension of
Academy of Visual Arts BA Graduation Exhibition 2014, HKBU’. By conjecture, the
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location of K11 Art Space is adjacent to the subway connecting Tsim Sha Tsui and Tsim
Sha Tsui East MTR stations, passers-by could at least have a glimpse of the artwork
through the glass windows, and determine whether they are interested to step in and
explore; whereas in long term, the art space is consciously enriching the art experience
of a wider public which has smoothly intervened the ordinary lives of people who never
give attention to arts.
To deepen our knowledge on why the art spaces in shopping malls is a threat to
alternative art space like 1a space, a recent article talking about the mixed-use malls will
be useful. The author mentioned that, seeing residential complex or office towers
married with shopping malls, integrating different architectural typologies in one single
journey, and exploring new alternative usage of spaces in and around the malls, are
striking trends in Hong Kong urban development (Nancy, 2014, November/December).
Looking backwards, 1a space, which originally positioned itself as an alternative space in
local arts scene, cannot ignore the fact that the mall are now transforming into a
condensed centre, a multi-use civic centre, offering an unusual exhibition area to
contemporary artists in Greater China. Then, questions come to mind are that, to what
extent is 1a space still providing an alternative space other than the mainstream
exhibition areas, when K11 shopping malls, industrial buildings in Kwun Tong and South
Island, and JCCAC are also contesting to play a part in promoting contemporary arts?
When the malls are now generating public curiosity in knowing contemporary arts, how
do the missions of 1a space, as one of the independent art spaces in Hong Kong, cater
the current transitions of the exhibition space and reflect its uniqueness? Will the
shopping

mall

development

companies,

leading

another

wave

of

commercial

gentrification, drive the future development of 1a space?
Conclusion
All the internal and external factors listed above shall take the effort of the art managers
and open-minded government officials to change the current condition of artist-run
spaces, which bears the vision not to let the ‘luster’ of 1a space, as part of the pioneers
in developing local contemporary art, fade out in the near future.
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Appendices

One: Exhibition Overview 2013 – 2014
2014
龍城藝彩樂悠悠 牛棚藝集 : (upcoming)
Dec 06, 2014 - Dec 24, 2014
Art as Social Interaction: Hong Kong / Taiwan Exchange:
Oct 18, 2014 - Nov 23, 2014

YIP Kin Bon Solo Exhibition:“ Almost black, the white terror Almost white, the black
humor ” WU Siu Man Solo Exhibition: “Please keep it in your mind, the memory
before I die”:
Sep 06, 2014 - Sep 28, 2014
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isn\'t\'s own isn\'t :
Jul 12, 2014 - Jul 27, 2014

ON THE ROAD What we talk about when we talk about creative media... :
Jun 21, 2014 - Jul 05, 2014
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OUT OF THE ARTROOM Ricky Yeung Student Artwork Show :
May 16, 2014 - Jun 13, 2014
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Momentum – Episode II :
Apr 18, 2014 - May 10, 2014
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九龍城區文化藝術節 2013/2014 之創意銀髮在龍城作品成果展 《開口笑，畫寫
跳》: 銀髮藝術展覽是個動詞 :
Jan 11, 2014 - Jan 26, 2014
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2013
Independent :
Nov 02, 2013 - Nov 30, 2013
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Hong Kong Art School Graduation Showcase 2013 | Higher Diploma in Applied and
Media Arts --- Trigger :
Jul 20, 2013 - Jul 28, 2013
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I THINK IT RAINS :
May 17, 2013 - Jun 30, 2013

Text . Book - Solo exhibition by Annie WAN Lai-kuen :
Apr 12, 2013 - May 05, 2013

Mid-career artist recognition: Know Thyself | Solo Exhibition by Chris CHAN Kam
Shing :
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Mar 15, 2013 - Apr 07, 2013
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Two: Event Overview 2013 – 2014
2014
ART AS SOCIAL INTERACTION-HONG KONG/TAIWAN EXCHANGE ‘EXODUS
OF NOWHERE’ – EPISODE ONE
OCT 24, 2014
Time: 7:30 – 10:30 pm
Location: Videotage
‘Exodus of Nowhere’ – episode one
co-created：enoch ng、kelvin wu、lee waiyi ｜
produced：v-artivist｜language: cantonese／fujian dialect／hainan dialect／chaozhou
dialect／mandarin／spanish／persian／english／chinese and english subtitles｜
2002﹣2013／hong kong ／75 min／colors／dv

"非非 isn't's own isn't" 藝術家分享會/ Artist Sharing Session
JUL 22, 2014
OUT OF THE ARTROOM curated by RICKY YEUNG - Teacher Sharing Session / 教
師分享會
JUN 07, 2014
ART BASEL HONG KONG 2014｜EDUCATION PARTNER
MAY 15-16, 2014
We are pleased to inform you that 1a space will arrange guided tours for teachers and
students who are aged 14 or above, which are to be presented by Hong Kong local artists/
students on Thursday 15th May and Friday 16th May respectively in Art Basel 2014.
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2013
「九龍城區文化藝術節 2013/2014」之「創意銀髮在龍城」
OCT 10-DEC 27, 2013
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KAI TAK RIVER GREEN CORRIDOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROJECT BOOK LAUNCH
SEP 16, 2013
After the Kai Tak River Green Art Festival (2012.6.) and the tour exhibitions around the local
community, Kai Tak River Green Corridor Community Education Project is going to publish
its one set-with-two-volume publications, e•Co Habitat: Kai Tak River Green Corridor
Community Education Project and e•Co Learning: Kai Tak River Green Corridor Community
Education Project Educational Kits.
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《滴 溚滴》藝術家對談系列: 微語場場
JUN 19, 2013

SEX TOY WORKSHOP CREATED BY WONG WAI YIM
MAR 22, 2013
賴香伶講座──「藝術與企業的遇合：以台灣視覺藝術的發展為例」(由亞洲藝術
文獻庫及 1a Space 合辦)
MAR 07, 2013
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台港策展人交流計劃－香港合作夥伴 1a 空間
馬國明講座＜從班雅明文化理論看社群藝術＞
Jan 26, 2013
台港策展人交流計劃－香港合作夥伴 1a 空間
吳瑪悧講座＜藝術進入社區－－台灣的社群藝術＞
Jan 19, 2013
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